STOREWATCH

By Hippo Zourides

The corner store entrance is separate from the exit which is about 30 metres away

Fifty-year old chain

now a growing phenomenon
It was 50 years ago in 1968 that famed entrepreneur Taki Xenopoulos opened the first 24-hour store
in Highpoint, Hillbrow, and theatrically threw away the front door key, by claiming that
“this store shall remain open for 24 hours a day, every day of the year”.
For years the chain of Spar stores remained
in its original neighbourhood of Hillbrow
and Joubert Park and only now, under the
leadership of Xenopoulos’s son-in-law,
Dario Afeltra, and his son Riccardo, the chain
has ventured outside its traditional area.
Boasting 12 stores at present, the chain
covers not only the lower end of the
market in areas such as Hillbrow, Joubert
Park, Berea and downtown Johannesburg,
but also middle-class areas such as

Lambton (Germiston) and now has a
number of stores in upmarket areas, such
as Sandton and Cresta. Having started in
Morningside, the group also has Sandton
stores in the Wedge and Atholl, with more
being planned for the near future.
This Storewatch article features the Athol
Square store, which was initially positioned
in the basement of the shopping centre.
With the departure of Woolworths and the
meat restaurant upstairs, Afeltra and his

team saw the opportunity to take over the
space (albeit smaller than the basement)
and deliver a fabulous retail experience to
the Sandton shopper.
The lesser space has been well utilised
to highlight the fresh departments and
the dry-goods section has been somewhat
reduced due to space constraints.
The end-result follows in a montage of
photographs that give the reader a good
idea of the many store attributes.

This signage
reminds the
customer of
the company’s
ethos of feeding
the nation since
1968
Currently, the store
is running a local
competition for
customers buying
more than R400
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Gondola ends are well stocked with the current special offers

This innovative herb wall is a new addition to the fresh
department. Customers are invited to snip whatever herb
they require from the live display

The health section
is fitted with shorter
gondolas so that the
consumer gets an airy view
of the whole department.
Clear signage directs the
shopper to her favourite
choice of product

Store manager, Riaan de Jager and Fresh Departments Manager Mark Adler
manage the 76 staff complement

Imported lines are grouped together in this island
display, but are also displayed in other areas of
the store

TOMBAKE CAN HELP YOU
KEEP UP WITH TECHNOLOGY
Take
advantage
of the new

Touch
Screen
Control

New Touch-Screen Control (with energy management) vs Old Manual Control Oven

The purpose of the case study was to compare the energy usage of
the new Touch-Screen Control (TSC) oven against the old Manual Control Oven

Both ovens were measured using the same Electrex GIGA Box Energy monitoring system under exactly the same situation
with same temperatures, steam and baking times over a period of 2 days at the Tombake premises
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Tombake offers all existing customers a complete retrofit
for their old electric manual control ovens.
Note: We reserve the right to both technical, as well as design modifications

Call us for competitive prices

info@tombake.co.za

Website: www.tombake.co.za
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The company boasts about the
estimated number of customers that
have passed through its store doors
after 50 years in business

All imported lines have been grouped
together in special island displays to address
the needs of the foreigners who support the store.
The SA public taste buds are following through!

The cheese selection is geared for the multicultural clientele of the area
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The special offers relating to the SPAR
loyalty card are displayed in a focus area
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Due to the existence of the TOPS nearby, the wine selection is limited in store, but all the favourites are well displayed

The TOPS store is compact, but it stocks all beer, wine and liquor requirements for its clientele
and is ably manged by Moses Phiri (seen here next to the high-value cabinet)

The
front line
has a clean
uncluttered
look
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An interesting fresh-produce display

The coffee shop faces busy Katherine Street below and the
sunshine pours through the glass windows, making it an ideal
winter meeting point

The below-zero
refrigeration consists of
both a coffin display as
well as upright shelves,
and the doors only open
up to knee level
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The braai area is strategically located next to the butchery
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The hot foods section is well patronised by the locals

This section of the store offers hand-made pasta and pizza

The SPAR commodity indicators have left the
ceiling and are now visible along the shelves.
Some customers are still searching the ceiling
for advice but over time, they get used to the
store layout

